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Abstract
Several intriguing factors contributed to the single-day record tornado outbreak in
South Dakota on 24 June 2003. One-half of the 67 tornadoes occurred in a warm sector
which was weakly-sheared due to a substantially unidirectional flow. Strong surface heating
and very steep low-level lapse rates promoted initiation of these tornadoes, many of which
then exhibited unusual southeast-to-northwest movement. It was not the trochoidal curl
motion documented in many previous events at the end of a longer-track tornado life cycle;
radar data suggest it was instead the mechanism of mid-level mesocyclonic rotation which
caused the tornado vortexes to veer cyclonically to the left (northwest quadrant) of the
parent storm’s movement throughout their lifetimes. Another supercell during the outbreak,
near a surface-low pressure center, also produced a tornado which moved left of observed
storm motion - though it was not as deviant as the tornado movement that occurred in the
warm sector, and appeared to be related to the rear-flank downdraft and a preexisting
convergence boundary. The anomalous tornado movements confirmed to operational
forecasters that storm motion and tornado motion are not equivalent.
There are many papers in the meteorological literature about other notable tornado
outbreaks, such as the 3 May 1999 outbreak around Oklahoma City (e.g. Thompson and
Edwards, 2000; Edwards et al., 2002B), and the “Super Outbreak” on 3 April 1974 (Corfidi
et al., 2004). But currently there is no such comprehensive study of the South Dakota
outbreak. This paper will explore its evolution, including the cyclic supercell and cell mergers
preceding the Manchester F-4. Additionally, a radar examination of conditions near Sioux
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Falls airport quantifies extreme wind shear conditions and rapid tornadogenesis
along the glidepath flown by a commercial jetliner as it attempted a landing near the
conclusion of the outbreak.
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1. OVERVIEW
The South Dakota tornado outbreak of 24 June 2003 occurred in a convectively
unstable environment on the warm side of a southwest-northeast oriented stationary front.
The outbreak began at approximately 2200 UTC, lasting six hours. During that time, 67
tornadoes were reported and confirmed in post-event surveys (refer to Appendix A). The
event began with a supercell tornado near Mitchell. As the initial cell moved downstream
(northeast) along the front, a series of supercell mergers and interactions took place. The
result was an F-4 tornado that destroyed the town of Manchester.
Simultaneously, a series of cells moving out of northeast Nebraska created a cluster
of generally-weak tornadoes in the warm sector in southeast South Dakota. These tornadoes
formed in an area of weak flow, with the cluster moving slowly to the north toward the city
of Sioux Falls. As a squall line approached from the west, tornadoes of F-0 to F-2 intensity
occurred west and north of the Sioux Falls airport. We will discuss the individual tornadic
events in the same general order as they developed during the outbreak.
We would like to acknowledge that, in addition to studies cited in this paper, there
have been other studies of widely varying facets of this outbreak. For example, Passner and
Noble (2004) measured acoustic energy generated by the tornadoes. Boustead and
Schumacher (2004) examined the warm sector tornadoes in the context of the lack of a
discernible surface boundary. Patterson and Cox (2005) used a supercomputer to create an
artistic, 3D visualization of the airflow within the Manchester tornado. With an outbreak the
magnitude of this one, there is much to study and much to discover.
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2. THE FIRST SUPERCELL
An examination of the first supercell is essential to the study of the outbreak of 24
June 2003 because it was the first convective activation of the unstable environment that
would produce the record tornado day. It occurred before other neighboring storms began to
modify the atmospheric conditions in which the subsequent tornadoes formed.
The first cell requiring a severe thunderstorm warning in South Dakota developed
rapidly in Davison County south of Mount Vernon and Mitchell. At 2122 UTC, the cell
returned a 45 dBZ maximum reflectivity to the KFSD WSR-88D radar, distance 124 km (Fig.
1a), and was moving north-northeast at 16.5 m s-1 (32 kt or 37 mph). By 2158 UTC, a
circulation (adjacent regions of inbound and outbound Doppler velocities) was identified by
the radar’s mesocyclone detection algorithm (MDA; Stumpf et al., 1998). At 1.5 deg elevation,
the supercell also exhibited a three-body scatter spike (TBSS; Fig. 1b), a radar signature
indicating large hail (Lemon, 1998). The TBSS radar artifact is also referred to as a flare echo
(Wilson and Reum, 1988). In either nomenclature, the radar returns depict three body
scattering of hydrometeors first explained by Zrnic (1987). In this instance, several local storm
reports received by the NWS reported hail sizes as large as 4.4 cm diameter north of Mitchell
beginning at 2216 UTC.
In order to classify different types of supercells, Thompson and Edwards (2005) set
the following characteristics of environmental conditions for a “classic supercell” - in contrast
to an HP (high precipitation) or LP (low precipitation) supercell:
-Cloud base between 1-2 km
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-Convective available potential energy (CAPE; Moncrieff and Miller, 1976) of
1500-3500 J kg-1 and lifted index (LI; Galway, 1958) of -4 to -10
-Midlevel SR (storm relative) winds 10-18 m s-1 (20-35 kt) and SR helicity >250
-Moderate precipitation efficiency, well-defined wall cloud, inflow region, and
rear flank downdraft.
The initial supercell of this outbreak was appropriately described as a good fit for
Thompson and Edwards’ definition of a classic supercell because of the following factors:
a) The 1800 UTC meso-Eta model projected a cloud base of 1.1 km, surface-based
CAPE of 3769 J kg, and LI of -7.5 (referenced in Part I of this thesis).
b) The 2300 UTC RUC analysis indicated 30 kt SR winds at 1 km. The 0-1 km SRH of
224.8 m2 s-2 (Barker, 2003) was just short of Thompson’s 250 SR helicity threshold.
c) The storm produced precipitation, had a wall cloud reported by spotters, and
exhibited an inflow region suggested by a tight radar reflectivity gradient on the south side of
the cell. It also had a rear flank downdraft as evidenced by the resulting hook echo signature
observed on radar.
Supercells classified as “classic” are somewhat more likely than low-precipitation or
high-precipitation supercells to produce tornadoes (Davies-Jones et al., 2001), and that was the
result here. The storm had 41 m s-1 (80 kt) of gate-to-gate shear in storm relative mean (SRM)
velocity at 0.5 degree at 2217 UTC (Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b) 8 km northeast of Mount Vernon. At
2220 UTC, emergency management reported “4 to 5 structures were impacted” by a tornado,
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with large trees downed and at least one person injured (NOAA-SPC, 2003).
Base reflectivity of the storm remained ≥55 dBZ as detected by the KFSD radar at the
0.5 deg beam height continuously for 35 minutes until 2252 UTC. During this time it traveled
24 km (15 mi) to the north, with the resulting tornado leaving behind a path of damage (Fig. 3)
rated as F-2 on the Fujita scale (Fujita, 1981).
a. Anomalous tornado motion
Throughout the life cycle of the tornado, the NEXRAD combined attribute table
estimated the cell was moving to the northeast. In the pre-event tornado watch issued by the
Storm Prediction Center (SPC), mean storm motion was estimated from 230 degrees at 15 m
s-1 (30 kt). Since the tornado would be expected to travel with the parent supercell, a similar
movement would be expected from the tornado vortex. But with the first tornado of the
evening, the tornado damage path was mostly northward, appearing to deviate from the
expected path of storm motion, resulting in a NEXRAD-based tornado vortex path forecast
that was incorrect. This case confirms that tornado motion and supercell motion may differ
significantly, as discussed in WDTB (2002) and documented by many, including high
resolution Doppler studies such as Marquis (2006).
Typically, storm motion prediction vectors are derived from various components of
RAOB sounding data. In recent years, the Bunkers ID (internal dynamics) method (Bunkers et
al., 2000), utilizing storm advection by mean winds plus interaction of the convective updraft
with the sheared environment, has gained acceptance operationally (Edwards et al., 2002;
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Ramsay and Doswell, 2005). Previously, most storm motion predictions were
variations of a method first proposed by Maddox using mean direction (and 75% of the speed,
accounting for the storm’s mass) of winds occurring through the 0-6 km layer, adjusted to the
right by 30 degrees to allow for supercell dynamics (30R75; Maddox, 1976). Precision and
reliability of either of these methods is obviously limited by the fact that RAOB soundings
come from balloon launches that often occur several hours before, and many miles distant,
from where storms occur.
In this case the tornado occurred in relatively close proximity (173 km) north of the
Neligh, Nebraska vertical wind profiler. Real-time Doppler radar wind data at 36 sampling
heights up to 16.25 km AGL was available from the profiler, which is part of the NOAA
National Profiler Network (http://www.profiler.noaa.gov/jsp/profiler.jsp). The Neligh profiler
winds appear to be a fair representation of the wind flow approaching the tornado in Mount
Vernon, especially since surface orographic effects between the two locations are minimal.
Profiler data from Neligh was available at 2200 UTC, just as severe convection was
beginning (Fig. 4). Winds in the lowest 1000 m were from the south, veering to southwest at
2000-3000 m AGL. At higher levels, the winds continued to veer through 9000 m, although
the wind speed at that height was only 18 m s-1 (35 kt). Those vectors were similar to the
output of the KFSD NEXRAD VAD (velocity azimuth display) wind profile generated 122
km to the east of where the first supercell was located.
Given these layer wind directions and speeds, both the Bunkers method (Fig. 5) and
the Maddox 30R75 storm motion method would move the supercell and resulting Mount
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Vernon tornado in a northeast direction. The forecast was correct (NEXRAD
identified cell motion 220 deg at 8.2 m s-1) - yet most of the damage path was oriented north,
approximately 40 deg to the left of what would be expected if the tornado moved in the same
direction as its parent thunderstorm.
Multiple factors may have contributed to the discrepancy between tornado motion and
supercell motion in this case. One may involve a subtle boundary that appeared in an
examination of 1 km visible satellite imagery. Towering cumulus was seen near Mitchell
beginning at 1815 UTC (Fig. 6a-b). By 1915, convective cells seemed to be forming along a
north-south oriented boundary (Fig. 6c). This boundary remained stationary for the next hour,
as the time series indicates (Fig. 6d-f). At 2115 UTC, a thunderstorm with anvil cloud has
developed on the boundary (Fig. 6g). It appears that the tornado vortex followed that
boundary due north as the supercell matured between Mount Vernon and Mitchell.
As the parent storm moved into the central part of Davison County at 2218 UTC, it
began swerving to the right. Most supercells do move to the right, due to the pressure gradient
on the right flank of the rotating updraft (Rotunno and Klemp, 1985). From here it assumes
the forecasted northeast path, with a backsheared anvil evident on satellite imagery (Fig. 6h). It
appears the original movement of the initial tornado was atypical, not following the expected
northeast path. It instead followed the north-south boundary.
Operationally, the difference between supercell motion and tornado motion with this
cell was difficult to detect in real time. In fact, the tornado warning statement issued by the
National Weather Service (NWS) at 2212 UTC mentioned, “a tornadic thunderstorm near Mt.
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Vernon… moving northeast at 20 mph” which was true, although the tornado path
of threat was to the north. Forecasters were not alerted at this time by the NEXRAD radar
tornado vortex signature (TVS) and elevated tornado vortex signature (ETVS) algorithms,
which were not triggered by this cell. But the mesocyclone detection algorithm (MDA; Stumpf
et al., 1998) did pick up the midlevel rotation of the broader storm, and may provide some
further clues about the supercell’s behavior.
The midlevel circulation that activated the MDA is apparent in a time series of
NEXRAD level 3 SRM velocity images from the KFSD WSR-88D radar. At 2153 UTC a
mesocyclone was detected and given the identifier R9, indicated by a red circle marker in the
display (Fig. 7a). The MDA embedded within the NEXRAD combined attribute table placed
the center of the circulation south of Mount Vernon. At 2158 UTC (Fig. 7b) the MDA moves
the mesocyclone center to the north-northeast, identifying its direction of movement from 207
deg, or slightly to the left of anticipated storm motion (a left-mover). The following volume
scan at 2203 UTC showed significant dealiasing failure, seen in the SRM product in the 2.4 and
3.4 deg elevation tilts (Fig. 7c), causing R9 to disappear temporarily. This loss of data proves
significant because we cannot tell if the algorithm would have continued to move the
mesocyclone center to the north-northeast prior to tornadogenesis, or if the cell had already
begun to move to the right. Visually, the 1.5 deg tilt puts the center of the midlevel circulation
south of Mount Vernon based on the placement of opposing gates of 28 m s-1 inbound and 13
m s-1 outbound. Storm R9 regains its radar attributes at 2208 UTC (Fig. 7d), with the center of
the midlevel rotation now east of Mount Vernon. At 2213 UTC (Fig. 7e) the MDA marker
jumps sharply to the east, along with a gate-to-gate shear couplet that is seen on the SRM 1.5
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deg and 2.4 deg elevations 7 km east of Mount Vernon. However, it should be
noted that the strongest shear at the 1.5 deg elevation actually appeared 3 km east of Mount
Vernon, near where the RFD side of the hook echo is located. That is where there is a couplet
of 23 m s-1 inbound and 18 m s-1 outbound at 4 km AGL, collocated with a similar circulation
at the lower level 0.5 deg SRM elevation (previously referenced in Fig. 2b). That is also the
location of a tornado damage report time stamped 2215 UTC by the NWS.
After this, the path of the mesocyclone center and the tornado damage path rapidly
diverged. At 2218 UTC (Fig. 7f), the MDA marker is 8 km northeast of Mount Vernon,
moving 212 deg at 8.7 m s-1 according to the NEXRAD attribute table. Through the next two
volume scans at 2223 UTC (Fig. 7g) and 2228 UTC (Fig 7h), the mesocyclone assumes more
of a right movement (eastward) at 222 deg. By 2233 UTC, the MDA tracking of mesocyclone
R9 ceased (Fig. 7i) although the remaining thunderstorm continued moving to the northeast.
Radar evidence of the anomalous movement of the tornado associated with
mesocyclone R9 can be deduced with NEXRAD level 2 data. We can see how the tornado
followed this weak convergence/boundary almost due north by examining the spectrum width
(SW) returns. Spectrum width is a measure of the velocity dispersion within the pulse volume
(Lemon, 2005). Tornado vortexes are one of the atmospheric conditions which produce high
SW values. Herald and Drozd (2001) suggest areas of SW >6 m s-1 (12 kt) be scrutinized for
tornado presence. In this case, radar returns beginning at 2208 UTC (Fig. 8a) show SW
maxima >7 m s-1 (14 kt) on the east side of Mount Vernon, where there were confirmed
tornado touchdowns. The next volume scan at 2213 UTC (Fig. 8b) shows the high SW area
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moving to the north, a path it continued over the next three volume scans, covering
a total of 20 minutes and approximately 10 km (Fig. 8c-8e) before the vortex detected with SW
dissipates.
It must be noted that there was also a large region of high SW values east of the
tornado closer to the mass centroid of the supercell. They were produced by the inflow
notch/updraft region of the storm, as evidenced by the tight reflectivity gradient along the S
side of the cell. One limitation of the use of SW data is that intense updrafts, three body
scattering, and deep convergence zones (DCZ; Lemon and Burgess, 1993) within the supercell
can also produce high SW values (Lemon, 2005). Operationally, the product also tends to be
quite noisy. As a result efforts have been made to integrate spectral and velocity data in a fuzzy
logic and neural network to improve tornado detection and lower the false alarm rate (Wang
et. al, 2006).
If we overlay the SW maxima (ignoring the SW maxima associated with the
precipitation cascade region of the supercell) and the MDA markers on the map of tornado
damage (Fig. 9), we get a clearer indication of what happened. The SW maximums on the rear
flank of the storm are collocated with the tornado path charted by the NWS damage survey.
Again the path of the tornado vortex appears to be primarily north - not northeast. Such
anomalous tornado motion is not unprecedented. During the VORTEX study (Rasmussen,
1994), for example, there were two days in which tornadoes moved to the north while their
parent thunderstorms moved to the northeast (WDTB, 2002), which appears to be exactly the
case here. An opportunity for further study might be the frequency with which tornado vortex
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motion occurs to the left of the parent supercell’s motion, and the tornado’s
location relative to the parent mesocyclone.
b. Tornadoes near the “triple point”
The strongest supercell remained in close proximity to the surface low and
stationary/warm front, eventually making its way through Sanborn County. Multiple tornadoes
were reported, especially around Forestburg, where a “large tornado with lots of debris” was
reported by an off-duty NWS meteorologist (NOAA-SPC, 2003). New storms initiated 32 km
(20 mi) to the northwest along an existing boundary near Woonsocket by 2245 UTC. A
strengthening tornado produced a swath of F-1 to F-3 damage (Fig. 10)
Just as the strongest supercells were moving to the north-northeast, so too did the
surface low, which appeared for the next two hours to remain slightly southwest of where the
tornadoes were occurring. The surface low pressure center was near Forestburg at 0000 UTC
(Fig. 11a), then continued to slowly drift in a northeast direction. The low deepened to an
ASOS-observed 999.9 hPa at 0100 UTC (Fig. 11b), and maintained that pressure at 0200 (Fig.
11c), when it was located just east of Huron. The attendant stationary-warm front was where
the strongest tornadoes would occur before the pressure gradient began to ease at 0300 UTC
(Fig. 11d), and by 0400 UTC only an inverted trough remained in South Dakota (Fig. 11e).
The nearness of the surface low appeared to be a factor not only in the strongest
tornadoes during this outbreak, but also in most violent tornadoes in the Northern Plains.
When studying tornadoes ≥ F-4 in the Northern Plains 1993-1999, Broyles et al. (2002) found
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they were all within 400 km (250 mi) of the surface low. In this case, the proximity
was even closer, with all of the F-3 and F-4 tornadoes located within 50 km of the surface low.
This is a similar distance as was between a surface low and the long-track Chandler-Lake
Wilson-Leota F-5 tornado in southwest Minnesota in 1993.
Surface pressure falls are known to increase horizontal vorticity, leading to increased
storm relative helicity (Meted, 2006). In the South Dakota outbreak, the approach of the
surface low may have helped overcome initially weak shear in the environment to promote
tornadogenesis. The backing of surface winds near the low increased directional shear with
time. The SPC’s significant tornado parameter (STP; Thompson et al., 2004) picked up on
these factors, and with the 2300 UTC and 0000 RUC runs the STP increased in this area to
extremely high values (>10 unitless).
3. THE MANCHESTER TORNADO
In addition to their close proximity to the surface low, the interaction of a group of
supercells near the surface low contributed to generation of the only F-4 tornado of the
outbreak. This is where the strongest tornadoes would be expected, because by this time
helicity, shear, and CAPE were all substantial.
a. Cell mergers
Three distinct storms (0.5 deg base reflectivity > 40dBZ) were discernable at 2308
UTC from the KFSD radar (labeled #1, #2, and #3 on Fig. 12a). Storm #1 was located six
miles west of Woonsocket, storm #2 was near Alpena, and storm #3 was farther southeast,
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near Artesian. At this time the storms were all approximately 140 km (87 mi) from
the KFSD radar, and exhibited maximum reflectivities ~60 dBZ. The KFSD radar algorithm
estimated storm motion as northeast at 9-11 m s-1 (20-25 mph). The strongest storm was #1,
with an attributed VIL (vertically integrated liquid) of 67 kg m2, and storm top height of 13624
m (44,700 ft). There was also a strong cyclonic couplet on the SRM (storm relative mean)
velocity product (Fig. 12b).
The Baron shear algorithm (Wilson and Lemon, 2000) processes NIDS data from all
available WSR-88D radars in real time, integrates velocity values from the lowest two
elevations of those radars, outputs a cyclonic shear value in knots, and places a marker at the
location of the shear maximum on a radar display for use by television stations and other endusers. At this time, the algorithm detected and marked 47 m s-1 (92 kt) of low-level shear in
storm #1, especially significant because the storm is 138 km (86 mi) from the KFSD radar.
That distance is beyond the range at which the WSR-88D’s tornado vortex signature algorithm
(TVS; Brown et al., 1978) is calculated. But tornado damage of F-3 severity occurred
coincident with where the Baron shear marker was placed.
Ten minutes later, at 2318 UTC, storm #2 appears to be entraining precipitation and
cold air from the forward flank of the stronger storm #1 in a destructive merger (Fig. 13 a-b).
Storm #1 now has a VIL attribute of 76 kg m2, a top of 15330 m (50,300 ft), and exhibits a
hook echo as it continues to moves to the northeast at 9 m s-1 (20 mph). Northeast of the
hook, there is a bounded weak echo region (BWER), 23 miles (37 km) southwest of
Manchester. The BWER was in close proximity to an echo overhang at higher elevations
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(cross-section, inset of Fig. 13a), indicating the presence of a strong, nearly vertical,
updraft suspending precipitation aloft.
By 2338 UTC (Fig. 14 a-b), storm #1 is returning 60 dBZ with a VIL of 78 kg m2 and
storm top of 15.4 km (50,600 ft). It is moving north-northeast at 11.2 m s-1 (25 mph) toward
the town of Manchester. Storm #3 has reorganized and moved to the north, heading into the
projected path of storm #1. The two cells merge by 2353 UTC (Fig. 15a), with KFSD radar
indicating 41.2 m s-1 (80 kt) of cyclonic shear 27 km (17 mi) southwest of Manchester (Fig.
15b). Because the two storms both had inflow from the south or southeast, as evidenced by
the tight reflectivity gradient and SRM data, it appears this merger was a constructive one,
strengthening the now-combined supercell (Fig. 16 a-b).
A reflectivity hook echo is observed at 0023 UTC (Fig. 17a), and SRM velocity has a
strong cyclonic shear couplet (44 m s-1, or 86 kt of base velocity shear at the location of the
shear marker) on the southwest side of Manchester (Fig. 17b). Storm spotters reported “two
tornadoes on the ground concurrently” at 0027 UTC (NOAA-SPC, 2003) co-located with that
shear.
b. Discussion of the cyclic nature of the Manchester supercell
The two simultaneous tornadoes appeared to result from the regenerative cycling
process of the supercell. One of the tornadoes was weakening as the other was
strengthening, occurring just before the tornado went through Manchester.
A cyclic supercell is described in various ways. In the NWS Advanced Spotters’ Field
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Guide it is described as a supercell which undergoes the mesocyclone formationtornado formation-rear flank downdraft formation process a number of times (NOAANWS, 1992). As one tornado dissipates, another tornado develops to the east where the
evaporatively-driven rear flank gust front and a stationary/warm front (in this instance called
the pseudo-warm front) intersect (WW2010, 2004). This evolution is diagrammed in an
idealized schematic (Fig. 18). The tornadogenesis occurs as storm inflow is refocused into
this region to the east, causing the tornado coincident with the newly-dominant updraft and
possible vorticity maximum. Dowell and Bluestein (2002A) concluded that a wind shift is
not necessary for the second tornado to develop, contrary to previous conceptual models. In
either case the original tornado dissipates because, as speculated by Dowell and Bluestein
(2002B), it either has become disconnected from the warm sector or has had its low level
wind field disrupted (lacking vorticity).
The cycling process in the Manchester supercell can be observed in 0.25 km resolution
level 2 velocity data from the KABR radar 113 km to the north. The center beam height of the
0.5 deg tilt at this distance is 2188 m AGL. To this data we applied a storm motion vector of
240 deg at 10.3 m s-1 to obtain the SRM velocity output. Note this is different from the
NEXRAD level 3 data, because we wanted to utilize the finer resolution of the level 2 data.
At 0003 UTC, a strong cyclonic couplet is collocated with the hook echo (Fig. 19), but
no tornado was reported at this time. In the next volume scan, the hook is filling (Fig. 20) and
a brief, F-0 tornado was reported southeast of Cavour. At 0013 UTC (Fig. 21), SRM velocity
indicates the cyclonic circulation southeast of Cavour has weakened and another circulation
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seems to be forming south of Iroquois. By 0018 UTC (Fig. 22) the Cavour
circulation has dissipated, and the circulation south-southeast of Iroquois has taken over. The
tight reflectivity gradient in the same area indicates this is now the inflow region. Continuing
with the evolution, the next scan shows a new hook echo forming at 0023 UTC (Fig. 23). As
the new hook wraps around at 0028 UTC, a strong cyclonic couplet appears just southwest of
Manchester (Fig. 24). By 0033 UTC, the couplet, hook, and F-4 tornado are all moving into
Manchester itself (Fig. 25).
Earlier in its lifecycle, the Manchester supercell had exhibited multiple RFD surges, as
documented by a mobile mesonet array (Lee et al., 2004; Finley, 2004; Grzych, et al., 2004), all
of whom classified Manchester as a cyclic supercell.
But whether this case meets guidelines for a cyclic supercell is not a closed question.
Although there is no clear, definitive definition of the term, Adlerman (1999), Dowell and
Bluestein (2002A), and Beck et al. (2004) specifically describe the initiation of new
mesocyclones along the occlusion point and the demise of the original mesocyclone in cyclic
supercells.
There was no complete dissipation of the mesocyclone involved in the Manchester
tornado. If one looks at the higher tilts of radar, particularly the 1.5 deg velocity scan from
KFSD with Gibson Ridge dealiasing algorithm applied (Fig. 26), one finds a continuous
cyclonic signature in every volume scan from 2338 UTC to 0033 UTC, traveling a distance of
43 km to Manchester. While this signature is not seen continuously in the lowest, 0.5 deg tilt
(beam height 1645 m) during the cell mergers previously described, the 1.5 deg signatures at
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beam height 3810 m appear to meet the criteria for single Doppler radar detection
of mesocyclones. Specifically, there was Doppler velocity shear ≥6 m s-1 and differential
velocity ≥30 m s-1 (Donaldson, 1970), and the circulation was 2-10 km wide (Glickman, 2000).
Since the mesocyclone is persistent for 1 h, this would call into question whether the repeated
mesocyclone formation-tornado formation-rear flank downdraft formation process in the
NWS description of a cyclic supercell was realized.
To carry the argument further, one might assert that even though the mid level
mesocyclone remained intact, the low level mesocyclone formed, occluded, and reformed. That
would explain the discontinuity between the 1.5 deg and 0.5 deg radar data. It is because of the
low level cycling and repeated tornadogenesis that Lee and Finley classified the Manchester
storm as a cyclic supercell (Lee and Finley, personal communication). This fits with the
mesocylogenesis described by Adlerman et al. (1999), who made a clear distinction between a
persistent mid-level (3-7 km) mesocyclone and the shorter lived low-level rotation.
Perhaps if there is any uncertainty, one might use the more generic term “cyclic
tornadogenesis” (Rasmussen et al, 1982; Wicker and Dowell, 2000; Dowell and Bluestein,
2002A and 2002B) when describing the Manchester storm.
c. F-4 tornado
At 0033 UTC, the tornado entered Manchester from the south, with KFSD base
reflectivity displaying a pronounced hook echo (Fig. 27a). Simultaneously, SRM velocity
indicated a maximum velocity of 26 m s-1 (50 kt) into the hook, just in front of the rear flank
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downdraft (Fig. 27b). Immediately to the east of that couplet is a gate 21 m s-1 (40
kt) inbound toward the KFSD radar, creating an accompanying anticyclonic vortex. This might
also be an indication of a gust front associated with the occlusion of the mesocyclone (L.R.
Lemon, personal communication). Such an occlusion would be centered on or near the
cyclonic shear signature.
At 0042 UTC, base velocity from KFSD had a divergent couplet (adjacent gates of
opposing velocities on the same radial) of 36 m s-1 (70 kt) of shear directly over Manchester
(Fig. 28a). A slowly moving tornado passed directly through Manchester (Fig. 28b), inflicting
F-4 damage.
The depth of the rotation and upright stature of the storm are of particular interest,
because they are more pronounced than the other storms in the outbreak. Looking at a rangeheight indicator (RHI) side view from the south (Fig. 29), the cyclonic circulation over
Manchester is exceptionally vertically stacked and at least 6100 m (20,000 feet) deep. Most of
the time, mesocyclones are tilted and the radar-detected rotation is displaced from the vertical
with height (Speheger and Smith, 2006). At this time the storm top was also began descending,
from 16.2 km (53,100 ft) to 13.7 km (44,900 ft).
Engineer and storm chaser Tim Samaras deployed five turtle-like weather probes on
the west side of Manchester in advance of the storm (Samaras, 2004). Two of the probes
were near or under the tornado itself (Fig. 30a). One of them recorded a 100 hPa barometric
pressure fall, thought to be the greatest pressure drop ever recorded in the field by an in-situ
weather instrument (Fig. 30b).
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As the storm moved north of Manchester it was still producing a tornado,
although the maximum velocities were no longer as tightly packed as they were in Manchester.
Visually, the tornado began to “rope out” as it decayed (Fig. 31a-b).
The tornado created F-4 damage from 2.4 km south of Manchester to 3.6 km north
of the town. The total continuous damage path was 40 km long (NWS-FSD, 2003). In
addition, several short-lived F-0 to F-2 tornadoes F-0 to F-2 occurred as the right-moving
supercell that went through Manchester completed another cycle of tornadogenesis (Fig. 32).
4. WARM SECTOR TORNADOES
At the same time the Manchester tornado touched down, thunderstorms developed
in the warm sector in the southeast corner of South Dakota. While this was an area of high
instability, it would not have been considered exceptionally favorable for tornado
development.
a. Shear and buoyancy
Environmental winds in southeast South Dakota showed limited directional shear. In
the 1800 UTC 24 June 2003 meso-Eta model sounding for KYKN (Yankton), valid at 0000
UTC 25 June (Fig. 33), the vertical wind profile veered only from southeast to southwest
with height. Consequently, storm relative helicity (SRH) was diminished. SRH in the 0-3 km
layer was 230 m2 s-2; a value of 150 to 299 is considered weak for tornado potential
(Sturtevant, 1994). SRH in the 0-1 km layer was only 64 m2 s-2; for that layer a value greater
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than 100 should be reached for an increased threat of tornadoes with supercells
(Thompson, 2003).
What the area near the Nebraska border lacked in wind profile was compensated for
with buoyancy. Table 1 shows lapse rates based on meso-Eta temperatures at specific
pressure surfaces (e.g. 950 hPa-900 hPa, 850 hPa-700 hPa) for KYKN. Destabilization is
suggested by very steep lapse rates which had increased through the afternoon to 10-11°C
km-1 in the lowest 100 hPa of the atmosphere. In addition, the LCL and LFC were both very
low, near 1200 m AGL. CAPE was 4623 J kg-1, of which 196 J kg-1 was in the 0-3 km layer.
That is significant because 0-3 km CAPE around 200 J kg-1 is considered quite large, and
may contribute to weak or low-end significant tornadoes in weaker shear environments
(Davies, 2002).
The imbalance between buoyancy and shear skewed the bulk Richardson number
(BRN), a unitless severe weather parameter which has long been used as a supercell
predictor. Weisman and Klemp (1982) concluded that BRN < 50 favored supercells, while
BRN > 50 favored multicellular storms. Here the BRN was 61, yet supercells were
produced.
Even forcing for thunderstorm initiation was an issue in the warm sector, since there
were no existing convergence boundaries apparent on radar or satellite (refer back to Fig. 6).
But initiation was supported by significant solar heating. The 1800 UTC meso-Eta forecast a
convective temperature of 31.9°C at 2200 UTC at Yankton. By 2300 UTC, the KYKN
observed temperature was 32.8°C.
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Thirty-three tornadoes - accounting for approximately one-half of the
outbreak - occurred in this area. Most of the tornadoes were short-lived, and produced F-0
to F-2 damage (Fig. 34). Note that many of the damage paths are unusually oriented
southeast to northwest.
b. Anomalous tornado motion
The southeast to northwest directed damage paths are intriguing, because winds aloft
veer directionally from the south at 18 m s-1 (35 kt) at 850 hPa to southwest at 21 m s-1 (40 kt)
at 500 hPa. The only layer that has prevailing southeast winds is the surface (Fig. 35) from the
northwest corner of Iowa through southeast South Dakota (including Turner County). The
multiple southeast-northwest oriented tornado tracks may appear to come from left-moving
supercells, but left movers are rarely known to produce tornadoes (Bunkers, 2002).
One storm chaser who observed and photographed the Turner County tornadoes
north of Centerville described those tornadoes as coming from large, northward moving
supercells. He said tornadoes formed as the rear flank downdraft suddenly strengthened, on
the southeast (inflow) side of the storms, and moved around the parent circulation counterclockwise as in a “merry-go-round.” When the tornadoes reached the northwest side of the
large mesocyclone, new tornadoes re-formed on the southeast flank and began a similar,
circuitous movement around the storm (Jeff Piotrowski, personal communication). The
concept is somewhat analogous to the motion of suction vortices with a large scale tornado.
Radar data seems to support this contention. During the tornado touchdowns in
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Turner County, between 0040 UTC and 0140 UTC (25 June 2003), KFSD radar
algorithms generated more than a dozen storm cell identification and tracking (SCIT)
markers, categorized as mesocyclone and TVS. In every case, algorithms identified the
direction of cell movement as either north or northeast. This would be consistent with
storms occurring within the southerly, 35 kt low-level jet depicted by the RUC model at 850
hPa (Fig. 36).
But an examination of radar-indicated shear (combined base velocity and SRM
velocity) shows curved paths consistent with those that tornadoes circling around northward
moving mesocyclones would take. A mosaic of maximum cyclonic shear during the tornadic
period (Fig. 37) shows a cyclonic curve in the shear pattern. The shear maxima match the
damage paths well, as indicated during the post-event survey.
Such leftward-moving tornadoes are not unheard of, though documented cases seem
to favor the leftward swing during the dissipation phase of longer track tornadoes. One
occurred during the Kellerville, TX during the VORTEX study (Wakimoto et al., 2003). In
that case, while the mean storm motion was from southwest to northeast, the tornado did
swerve in a northwest direction (trochoidal track) toward the end of its life. A trochoid is a
curve created by a fixed point along the radius of a rotating circle (Weisstein, 2006). The
theory posited is that the leftward-swerving damage paths were caused by the tornado
revolving around the larger-scale mesocyclone. But it should be noted that the Kellerville
tornado had been creating F-5 damage during its mature stage, while northwestward-moving
southeast South Dakota tornadoes never produced more than F-2 damage.
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Several leftward-swings were detected in the family of tornadoes
documented in the McLean, TX storm during VORTEX (Dowell and Bluestein, 2002A).
Again the movement appears at the end of the longer, southwest to northeast track of the
damage path. The difference in this event is that the tornadoes were associated with a cyclic
supercell, so each regeneration of the tornado vortex had the similar trochoical curl during
dissipation. Burgess et al. (1982) specifically included this curl in diagramming what they
called mesovortex core evolution.
Agee et al. (1976) also detected leftward moving tornadoes during an examination of
the 1974 Super Outbreak in Indiana, describing them as multiple vortices embedded within a
parent tornado cyclone system. During the Super Outbreak, there were several damage paths
that moved in a cycloid direction, either to the left or the right depending on which quadrant
of the parent circulation they were located.
Potts and Agee (2002) point out different types of mesocyclone vortexes are
associated with different types of tornado damage paths, and they attempted to classify
them. One of the ten types they identified is an M-I, a mesocyclone with mini-tornadoes that
produce curtate cycloidal damage patterns. A curtate cycloid (Fig. 38), a subset of trochoids,
consists of a path traced out by a fixed point along the radius inside a rolling circle (Weisstein,
2006).
The relevance of this study to the 24 June 2003 warm sector tornadoes can be
demonstrated with a hodograph and a curtate cycloid diagram (Fig. 39). The hodograph is
the BUFKIT forecast of winds from the 1800 UTC meso-Eta, plotted for the 0100 UTC
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time frame that evening at KYKN. The profile shows a 0-6 km mean wind
calculation of 200 deg at 13 m s-1. This represents the mean wind within the cloud-bearing
layer of the storm, a fair approximation of the movement of the mid-level mesocyclone
(Stumpf et al., 1998). If we apply the 200 deg vector and assume a curtate cycloid movement
of the resulting tornado, we see that tornadoes that form on the east (inflow) side of a storm
can move in a southeast to northwest direction as the storm as a whole propagates forward.
The parallel paths of the smaller tornadoes were probably due to continuous formation of
multiple tornadoes by other mesocyclones.
With the correct location of the storm along the mesocyclone radius, the tornado can
actually move in a somewhat straight southeast to northwest path, rather than a curved one.
A close examination of NEXRAD level 3 KFSD Doppler radar velocity data pertaining to
the F-2 tornado near Centerville in southern Turner County seems to support this assertion.
The NWS damage survey confirmed the F-2 started 1 mi (1.6 km) northwest of Centerville.
Spotter reports placed it there at 0057 UTC, after which it traveled from southeast to
northwest (NWS-FSD, 2003). To visualize the actual tornado location, we imported the
NWS damage path map into a radar PPI display, and compared the path of that tornado and
others to the location of the mesocyclone. We found the best view of the midlevel
circulation centers of the storm at the 2.4 deg radar beam elevation (tilt 3 of level 3 data),
intercepting the storm at a height of approximately 2500 m AGL.
It should be noted that quality of the velocity field from this storm was degraded by
significant range folding, and an inability to properly resolve velocities through dealiasing.
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The NEXRAD mesocyclone detection algorithm (MDA) was able to generate
mesocyclone markers in some cases, but it did not recognize all circulations due to range
folding observed in a comparison of the level 3 data and level 2 output of the radar. We
focused on the F-2 tornado because it had the most distinct radar signature. Nearby smaller,
weaker tornadoes were difficult to discern, given their size and distance (55 km) from the
radar.
At 0043 UTC (Fig. 40), a developing mid-level circulation is seen in the storm
relative velocity field (lower right panel of each image), with 46 m s-1 (90 kt) of shear.
Tighter gate-to-gate shear is located directly over Centerville, a signature of the developing
F-2 tornado. The following volume scan, 0048 UTC (Fig. 41), shows the developing
mesocyclone in approximately the same location, while the tighter circulation has moved to
the northwest. This is where the first tornado touchdown was reported, on the north side of
Centerville. An MDA (mesocyclone detection algorithm) marker is generated during the
0053 UTC volume scan (Fig. 42), placed just east of Centerville in line with that circulation's
north-northeast (200 deg) movement. The shear associated with the F-2 tornado continued
moving due northwest along the post-event damage path. The divergent movements
continued at 0058 UTC (Fig. 43), with the tornado now east of Viborg. The location of the
tornadic shear cannot be discerned from the 0.5 deg level 3 images due to incomplete
dealiasing. The location is implied by damage path, as well as the location of vertically
stacked shear in level 2 velocity data from the same time period (not shown) at 0.4, 1.4, 2.4,
and 3.4 deg. Meanwhile the mesocyclone was still moving away to the northeast. At this
point, the mesocyclone circulation had considerable depth, from a base of 2166 m, to a top
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of 9518 m AGL. Low-level shear coincident with a new tornado has formed on
the northwest side of the MDA marker, collocated with the southeast to northwest F-1
damage path of the second tornado.
Dealiasing problems also dampen the tornado signature at 0.5 deg at 0103 UTC (Fig.
44) and 0108 UTC (Fig. 45). In each case, ground location of the damage paths was
compared with level 2 velocity data to set the tornado location and time. During the life
cycle of the mesocyclone (0053 UTC-0108 UTC) the center of the mesocyclone circulation
travelled northeast (190 deg) 11.1 km, at a speed of 12.4 m s-1. The associated tornado
moved northwest (310 deg) 10.2 km at a speed of 11.3 m s-1. In this case of the F-2 tornado
near Centerville, the mid-level mesocyclone moved at approximately the forecast mean
speed and direction, while the tornado produced by that circulation moved in a generally
straight line in a divergent direction.
c. Discussion of the anomalous motion
We can examine the movement of the tornado analogous to an object rotating
around the circumference of a rotating disk. While a disk is solid and a mesocyclone is a
viscous fluid of air, we can at least compare the speed of mesocyclone rotation to the
location of the tornado to see if our thesis is mathematically plausible.
A map locating the mid-level circulation centers and F-2 tornado (Fig. 46) shows the
divergent paths, with time stamps determined by a combination of radar-indicated rotation,
MDA circulation centers, and NWS damage reports. In each of the four volume scans 0048-
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0103 UTC, the mesocyclone and associated tornadoes were approximately 12 km
apart. If vectors are drawn between each tornado and the coincident location of the
mesocyclone circulation center, they veer cyclonically. Combining those vectors results in a
schematic storm-relative view of the mesocyclone (Fig. 47a). This rotational movement is
the mechanism resulting in the curvilinear direction of tornado movement in the northwest
quadrant of the mesocyclone.
Tangential velocity is the linear velocity of a point (in this case, a tornado) on a
rotating disk at a radius (r) from the axis of rotation. It can be calculated by taking
circumference of the full circle (2πr) divided by the time period it would take for one
complete revolution. The tornado location veered 45 deg (1/8 of a circle) in 15 min.

A tangential velocity of 10.5 m s-1 seems reasonable, especially compared with the
radar data examined previously. At 0058, when shear maxima in the storm were stacked
most vertically upright, the 3.3 deg elevation of storm-relative velocity from the KFSD radar
resulted in a beam height of 3048 m AGL (Fig. 47b). Rotation can be quantified by the
azimuthal shear across the outermost opposing gates of the 12 km disk at this elevation.

The broad area of radar outbound gates ranging from 7-15 m s-1 at this radar level
(red area circled in figure) appears consistent with the circulation producing the leftward-
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movement and speed of the tornadoes. Although tornado damage paths and radar
TVS locations do not always match up due to storm tilt and other factors (Speheger and
Smith, 2006), there appears to be fair agreement in this case.
5. TORNADOGENESIS NEAR SIOUX FALLS AIRPORT
By 0300 UTC, a north-south oriented squall line had formed, and with sunset it
appeared the event was starting to transform into an MCS (mesoscale convective system). But
the tornado outbreak was not over yet.
a. Bow echo development
As the squall line rapidly moved east, the squall line bulged out into a bow, with
Doppler velocities of 20-25 m s-1 (40-50 kt) behind the apex of the reflectivity gradient.
Those values may be underestimated, because the bow echo was moving slightly across the
beam, not quite radially toward the radar beam. Since the KFSD radar was operating in VCP
(volume coverage pattern) 11, new volume scans were completed every five minutes and the
lowest elevation scans, here referred to as BREF1 (base reflectivity) and SRM1 were both
gathered at 0.5 deg beam height, or ~500 m AGL at the bow.
Strong cyclonic shear developed on the northern end of the bow apex south of
Pumpkin Center, north of Parker at 0308 UTC (Fig. 48a-b). This is the favored region for
tornado development associated with a bow echo (Fujita, 1978). During this time a brief F-1
tornado was produced with wind damage reported along the bow apex west of Sioux Falls.
Note that east and southeast of the circulation, KFSD is exhibiting range folding problems,
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also known as “purple haze” (OFCM, 2005) on the radar display.
The circulation moved to the northeast along the northern side of the bow echo at
0313 UTC (Fig. 49a-b). The cyclonic shear increased to over 41 m s-1 (80 kt) as the
circulation continued along the “comma head” of the bow as it moved northeast toward
Hartford (Fig. 50a-b). A tornado touched down as the circulation crossed Interstate 90 on
the east side of Hartford with ~41 m s-1 (80 kt) of cyclonic shear (Fig. 51a-b). Sixteen homes
were damaged or destroyed by an F-1 tornado.
Baron shear markers were not generated by the 0328 UTC volume scan (Fig. 52a-b),
probably due to processing problems with the aliased data. Strong inbound velocity bins
were noted as the squall line approached the WSR-88D, and the level 3 radar data is filled
with spurious data. Velocity dealiasing failure occurs in the level 3 KFSD data, continuing
through the next volume scan at 0334 UTC (Fig. 53a-b) as the storm passed just north of
Sioux Falls airport.
During that time period, a passenger jet carrying one hundred passengers from
Minneapolis was scheduled to land at Sioux Falls airport. At 0333 UTC the plane was
making an approach to runway 15, which brought it toward the airport from the northwest,
in close proximity to where the tornado was located.
Airport and onboard wind shear alert systems both sounded. The aircraft swerved
and rolled before the pilot pulled out of the landing and was re-routed to Omaha. Shortly
after the aborted landing, the control radioed the aircraft that a tornado had been reported
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four miles northwest of the airport. The co-pilot replied, “Copy, I think we got a
nice glance at it.” (Trobec, 2003)
Shortly thereafter, the outbreak transitioned into a heavy rain event. Widespread
rainfall of 1-2 inches (2.5-5 cm) occurred in eastern South Dakota.
b. Volumetric radar analysis
Because the Hartford and airport tornado occurred within 17 km of the KFSD
RDA, we are presented with an excellent opportunity to review a three-dimensional
volumetric radar analysis of the storm, especially by processing 0.25 km velocity range bins
available in the level 2 archive.
Due to the close proximity of the radar targets, some quality control work with the
data is required. We are unable to discern the highest elevations of the storms because of the
so-called “cone of silence” directly above the radar. Even the maximum radar tilt (19.5 deg)
only intercepted the tornadic storms to a height of 8000 m. Neighboring radars such as
KABR show storm top reflectivity actually exceeded 14,600 m.
In addition, the high radial velocities at close range meant there would be folding in
the unprocessed level 2 velocity data. Velocity folding occurs when the velocity of the target
exceeds the Nyquist velocity of the radar (Glickman, 2000). In the WSR-88D operating in
VCP 11, it occurs approximately above 25 m s-1, so significant velocity dealiasing needed to
be performed on this data. We did this utilizing a Gibson Ridge analyst edition level 2 viewer
with its proprietary dealiasing algorithm, assuming a storm motion of 240 degrees at 10.3 m
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s-1 (20 kt) to create a storm relative velocity product.
In the 0318 UTC volume scan (Fig. 54), a strong cyclonic couplet is immediately
apparent 21 km west of the radar. (Note there is also dealiasing failure on the squall line
southwest of the radar, in the general area where the anticyclonic bookend vortex would be
expected.) Maximum cyclonic velocities were -43 m s-1 (-84 kt) inbound and +15 m s-1 (+30
kt) outbound, totaling 58 m s-1 (114 kt) of shear in the 0.25 km storm relative data field. The
radar beam was able to sample the very lowest part of the storm, because at that distance the
0.5 deg beam height is only 200 m AGL. In a 3D view of all radar tilts, the reflectivity data
(Fig. 55) shows strong reflectivities ≥50 dBZ to a height of 8000 m in the leading edge of
the approaching squall line/bow echo. A reflectivity notch is seen where storm inflow is
developing in the bookend vortex. That notch is also seen in the storm relative velocity
fields (Fig. 56) when the 20.5 m s-1 (40 kt) isosurface is plotted.
The line of strong inbound velocities not only bulged toward the radar, but clearly
sloped upward in the direction of the rear inflow jet behind the line. As the vortex formed,
+21 m s-1 (+40 kt) outbound winds appear farther to the north, away from the center of the
circulation, from a height only as low as 1700 m AGL (5.2 deg beam angle). The outbound
winds rapidly dropped off to a maximum of only +13 m s-1 (+25 kt) at 1400 m AGL (4.2
deg beam angle), suggesting that the strongest part of the circulation was still suspended
aloft, not yet surface-based.
Moving ahead to the next volume scan at 0323 UTC, the circulation moved 7 km to
the northeast, on the east side of Hartford (Fig. 57). Dealiased maximum velocities were -40
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m s-1 (-78 kt) inbound and +25 m s-1 (+49 kt) outbound, a total 63 m s-1 (127 kt) of
shear in the 0.25 km storm relative data field. The center beam height was only 200 m AGL
at the 0.5 deg tilt.
In a 3D look at the base reflectivity field, one can see a band of 50 dBZ reflectivity
that has encircled an area of weaker reflectivity (Fig. 58). In a plan position indicator (PPI)
view, this would be the hook echo. It is reflectivity that has wrapped all the way around an
area of weak reflectivity, or weak echo vault. On higher radar elevations, this would be seen
as a bounded weak echo region (BWER; Lemon and Doswell, 1979). In this case it was a
vault that extended to 5000 m (16.6 deg beam height). Inside the hook in the 20.5 m s-1 (40
kt) storm relative isosurface view (Fig. 59) is a “trunk” of outbound returns, depicting air
being evacuated up and out of the hook echo region very near the tornado and vented
through the storm top. The base of this trunk is very near the location of F-1 tornado
damage. Such a tornado would be expected just upwind of the rotating updraft in the Lemon
and Doswell (1979) supercell model.
The movement of air around the right rear flank of the storm, the surge of the RFD,
can also be seen in the same imagery as viewed from the south (Fig. 60). Downdrafts are
known to play a significant role in tornadogenesis, with tornadoes most likely to form after
the downdraft has reached the ground (Davies-Jones, 2006). At this point there is also an
upward curl in the inbound velocity, suggesting the RFD has wrapped all the way around to
where the low level storm inflow is entering the southeast part of the hook. The tornado
moved to the east, as seen in the damage path (Fig. 61).
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The velocity data from that tornado becomes somewhat difficult to
interpret due to significant aliasing problems created by the combination gust front and
cyclonic signatures. In addition, the features of interest begin moving more easterly, so we
now use base velocities rather than SRM velocity data. The 0328 UTC volume scan from
KFSD (Fig. 62) shows continuity of the Hartford mesocyclone, with a maximum inbound of
-41 m s-1 (-79 kt) and maximum of + 32 m s-1 (+62 kt) outbound at a distance of 14 km from
the radar, where the 0.5 deg beam is only 100 m AGL. At this point if there is a tornado, it is
near the end of its verified damage path. Just southeast of the circulation center, between the
cyclonic signature and the radar, there is a broad area of -31 to -36 m s-1 (-60 kt to -70 kt)
winds, a surging gust front which produced significant straight line wind damage. Along this
line on the radar is a large region of blank velocity gates, due to dealiasing failure. An
examination of the raw Nyquist velocities shows there was velocity folding. The inset of Fig.
62 shows the non-dialiased velocities west-northwest of the radar. There are several velocity
gates >15.4 m s-1 (30 kt) ahead of the bowing line, and the presence of weak inbounds ahead
of them suggest they are folded, actually strong outbounds headed toward (into) the squall
line. There is at least one 36 m s-1 (70 kt) shear couplet present in the noisy field. Witnesses
reported a tornado in this area, moving in an east-northeast direction, though no damage
path was reported in the post-event survey.
The Hartford tornado had ended by the next volume scan, at 0333 UTC (Fig. 63).
But the storm still has a strong mesocyclonic signature, with maximums of -20 m s-1 (-38 kt)
inbound and -27 m s-1 (+53 kt) outbound across a 2.8 km circulation located north of the
town of Crooks. A number of large trees were reported down from strong winds in the
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nearby town of Colton. Farther south, the trailing gust front moved 4.6 km in five
minutes, a forward speed of approximately 65 km/hr.
c. Aviation issues
Let us examine that same volume scan in relation to Sioux Falls airport, where the
commercial jet was attempting to land. Timing is crucial to determining the wind field
through which the DC-9 flew. The FAA tower tape (refer to Appendix B) indicates the pilot
was cleared to land at 03:32:18. A time-stamped audio tape from Minnehaha County Metro
Communications shows that a 911 telephone call from storm chaser Jeff Piotrowski began at
03:28:22 UTC, vividly describing a “jetliner going right by the tornado” 3:50 later, at
03:33:10 UTC. The 0333 UTC (25 June 2003) volume scan is marked in the Archive2 data as
beginning at 0333:29 UTC, with the 0.5 deg base velocity product time stamped at 0333:48
UTC. If the radar archive, FAA tower recorder, and 911 call center time stamps are accurate,
the 0333 UTC 0.5 deg velocity data was sampled within one minute or less of the plane’s
final approach to runway 15 at Sioux Falls airport, and can be considered a proximate state
of the low level atmosphere in the airliner’s path.
A close-up view of the 0333 UTC base velocity data (Fig. 64) shows three distinct
circulations at the 0.5 deg height. Circulation #1 is the remnants of the Hartford
mesocyclone, which is now 12 km northwest of the airport, directly inline with runway 15.
Circulation #2, with 32 m s-1 (63 kt) of rotational shear, is 5.7 km north of the runway, and
circulation #3 is 3.3 km from the end of the runway, with 35 m s-1 (69 kt) of shear. At this
proximity to the KFSD airport, the 0.5 deg tilt is sampling the atmosphere at <50 m AGL,
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extremely close to the surface. Similar cyclonic signatures are seen on the adjoining
elevated tilts (not shown). Either or both circulation #2 and circulation #3 produced a
tornado, witnessed by Piotrowski and meteorologists standing outside the NWS office at the
base of the KFSD radar (Todd Heitkamp, personal communication). Only one short path of
F-0 damage was reported north of the airport (refer back to Fig. 61).
If the time stamps on the radar imagery are correct, the jetliner probably flew
through the front flank of the broad mesocyclone 12 km northwest of the airport. At this
point, the pilot reports encountering what he described as a “sideslip,” and decided to abort
the landing (FAA, 2004). Unfortunately, the go-around vector he had been given by the
tower was to the southeast (heading 150), taking the plane directly into the path of
circulation #2 and #3, and at least one tornado. Weather radar alone cannot determine
whether the plane went through the tornado vortex itself. But based on the eyewitness
report, timing coincidences, and 0.25 km radar data, we can conclude it was very close.
Since the pilot reported multiple wind shear events during his missed approach
(FAA, 2004) it is conceivable the plane may have encountered at least portions of all three
radar-identified circulations.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
While the outbreak was a record one in numbers of confirmed tornadoes, no fatalities
occurred, in part due to an average lead time of 16.7 minutes reported for the 44 tornado
warnings issued by the NWS office in Sioux Falls (NWS-FSD, 2003). 87% of the tornadoes
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were weak, ≤F-1. Several of the tornadoes exhibited unique characteristics, although
they seemed to loosely fit into three general groups based upon location.
1) Near the surface low: This is the region where the outbreak initiated, in a region of
abundant surface moisture. The first tornadic supercell, classified a classic supercell, moved in
a northeast direction as anticipated based on environmental profiles. But the tornado on its
rear flank deviated from that motion, swerving to the north along a preexisting low-level
convergence boundary. Radar-indicated shear values confirm previous studies concluding that
tornado motion and supercell motion are not necessarily identical.
2) Along the warm front: The strongest tornadoes of the outbreak occurred on the
warm side of a southwest to northeast oriented warm front. Parameters such as EHI0-1 and
STP correctly identified the tornado-favorable environment. A series of cell mergers acted
upon what has been described as a cyclic supercell, resulting in the Manchester F-4. This slowmoving supercell was exceptionally erect vertically, rather than tilted as often seen with storms
of this type.
3) In the warm sector: Surface heating that reached the convective temperature
combined with steep low-level lapse rates (10-11°C) in an area with a very low LCL (1200 m)
to produce four supercells, resulting in numerous weak tornadoes. Several of these tornadoes
exhibited highly unusual motion for the Northern Plains, moving in a southeast to northwest
direction. We believe the anomalous motion was due to circular movement (curtate cycloid) of
the vortexes around circulation centers of the parent mesocyclone, in a region of weak
midlevel flow. This contention was supported by storm chasers and with 0.25 km WSR-88D
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data, although there was significant aliasing in the velocity fields.
The outbreak concluded with the rapid development along and ahead of a surging
squall line. Three of the tornadic vortexes were aligned along the glidepath of a passenger jet as
it attempted to land in Sioux Falls. The landing was ultimately aborted.
In an operational sense, a review of these tornadoes shows that even with keen
situational awareness, radar identification of small tornadoes and prediction of tornado
movement can be a challenge. The task is even more difficult when it occurs within the
compressed time and space of an outbreak of this magnitude.
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APPENDIX A
The following are local storm reports in South Dakota from the afternoon and evening
of 24 June 2003, compiled by the National Climatic Data Center. Times listed are Local
Standard Time (Daylight Saving Time -1). NCDC lists a total of 70 tornado reports, causing
seven injuries and $13.46 million in damage. NCDC storm data available online at
http://www4.ncdc.noaa.gov/cgi-win/wwcgi.dll?wwEvent~Storms, accessed 2004.

Location or County

Time

Mag Dth Inj

PropDam

CropDam

1 Mt Vernon

04:15 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

2 Mt Vernon

04:17 PM

F2

0

0

500K

0

3 Vermillion

04:58 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

4 Beresford

05:17 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

5 Forestburg

05:19 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

6 Lane

05:23 PM

F1

0

0

10K

0

7 Woonsocket

05:26 PM

F3

0

0

500K

0

8 Harrisburg

05:30 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

9 Vermillion

05:42 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

10 Vermillion

05:42 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

11 Woonsocket

05:45 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

12 Artesian

05:55 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

13 Huron

06:00 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

14 Huron

06:00 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

15 Cavour

06:16 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

16 Esmond

06:27 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

17 Esmond

06:29 PM

F4

0

4

3.0M

0

18 Dalesburg

06:30 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

19 Wakonda

06:30 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

20 Wakonda

06:32 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

21 Wakonda

06:32 PM

F1

0

0

0

0
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22 Centerville

06:33 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

23 Wakonda

06:33 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

24 Watertown

06:35 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

25 Beresford

06:38 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

26 Manchester

06:52 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

27 Lake Andes

06:54 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

28 Centerville

06:55 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

29 Manchester

06:58 PM

F2

0

0

200K

0

30 Centerville

07:00 PM

F2

0

0

0

0

31 Lake Andes

07:03 PM

F1

0

0

50K

0

32 De Smet

07:05 PM

F1

0

0

0

0

33 Beresford

07:10 PM

F1

0

0

0

0

34 Centerville

07:10 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

35 Lake Andes

07:10 PM

F1

0

0

0

0

36 De Smet

07:17 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

37 De Smet

07:19 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

38 Davis

07:20 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

39 De Smet

07:20 PM

F1

0

0

0

0

40 Lennox

07:20 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

41 Viborg

07:20 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

42 Davis

07:22 PM

F2

0

0

500K

0

43 De Smet

07:28 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

44 Beresford

07:30 PM

F1

0

0

200K

0

45 Miller

07:30 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

46 Willow Lake

07:30 PM

F1

0

0

0

0

47 De Smet

07:32 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

48 Centerville

07:33 PM

F1

0

0

0

0

49 Bryant

07:35 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

50 Lennox

07:52 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

51 Armour

07:55 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

52 Tea

07:55 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

54

53 Lennox

08:00 PM

F1

0

0

0

0

54 Armour

08:05 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

55 Harrisburg

08:05 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

56 Harrisburg

08:07 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

57 Tea

08:09 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

58 Tea

08:12 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

59 Cavour

08:25 PM

F3

0

0

1.5M

0

60 Parker

08:30 PM

F2

0

0

3.0M

0

61 Parker

08:40 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

62 Pumpkin Center

08:50 PM

F1

0

3

500K

0

63 Hartford

09:05 PM

F1

0

0

2.5M

0

64 Yale

09:05 PM

F2

0

0

0

0

65 De Smet

09:13 PM

F1

0

0

0

0

66 Renner

09:34 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

67 Viborg

09:40 PM

F1

0

0

1.0M

0

68 Wentworth

09:40 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

69 Lennox

09:47 PM

F0

0

0

0

0

70 Egan

09:50 PM

F0

0

0

0

0
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APPENDIX B
The following are included as background for the events described herein. The data
are stored on the CD-ROM attached to this paper.
Broadcast.wmv - 97 MB, runs 8:47. Compilation of clips from television coverage of
the tornado outbreak of 24 June 2003 broadcast on KELO-TV, Sioux Falls, SD.
Eyewitness.wav - 22 MB, runs 8:14. Recording of the 911 call placed at 03:28:22
UTC 25 June 2003 by storm chaser Jeff Piotrowski to Minnehaha County Metro
Communications, in which he describes the tornadoes he sees and the jetliner that flew
through them.
Radar.zip - 23 MB. Compressed Archive2 radar data from KFSD between 03130338 UTC 25 June 2003.
Tower.wav - 78 MB, runs 29:53. Audio of radio conversations between Sioux Falls
airport tower and the cockpit of a passenger jet as it approached the runway and then
aborted a landing at 0333 UTC 25 June 2003. Obtained by FOIA request 2004-00629GL
from the Federal Aviation Administration, Great Lakes Region, Des Plaines, IL.
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Fig. 1a. 2122 UTC Base reflectivity of developing storm south of Mount Vernon and
Mitchell, moving north, as seen from the KFSD WSR-88D located 77 miles to the east.
Beam elevation 0.5 deg, height 1798 m (5,900 ft) above radar level. Fig. 1b is the
same storm at 2158 UTC at beam elevation 1.5 deg, height 4053 m (13,300 ft). Arrow
indicates TBSS on westernmost portion of the cell, northwest of Mount Vernon. Baron
Services reflectivity data smoothing applied.

Fig. 2a. 2217 UTC Storm Relative Mean (SRM) velocity images from KFSD showing
radar indicated rotation and convergence couplets between Mount Vernon and Mitchell.
Beam elevation 0.5 deg, height 1920 m (6,300 ft). Fig. 2b is the same image with the
inbound (green) and outbound (red) velocities indicated.
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Fig. 3. Tornado damage path in Davison County (from NWS-FSD). F2 damage path
length approximately 8.8 km (5.5 mi). View approx 35 km by 17 km.

Fig. 4. Midwestern wind profilers at 2200 UTC, at 500 m, 1000m, 2000m, and 3000 m.
Neligh is NLG (from UCAR, online at http://locust.mmm.ucar.edu/case-selection/).
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Fig. 5. Observed 0-8 km hodograph from Neligh (NLG) wind profiler at 2300 UTC (from
Matt Bunkers, NWS UNR). VRM-fcast and VLM-fcast are the predicted direction and speed of
right- and left-movers. Vobs is the observed supercell movement observed with the initial
supercells on 24 June 2003.
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Fig. 6a-6h. GOES 1 km visible satellite images, with arrows added to indicate boundary
where tornadic supercell formed (satellite image from Barker, 2003).
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Fig. 7a-7i. Four panel radar display from KFSD from 2159-2233 UTC 24 June 2003. In
each image, base reflectivity elevation 0.5 deg (unsmoothed) is in the upper left,
followed by 1.5, 2.4, and 3.4 deg tilts of storm relative mean velocity products. The
small red circles are the markers created by the MDA (mesocyclone detection
algorithm). “V” symbol north of Mitchell is the position of runways at Mitchell airport.
Displayed with level 3 data on Gibson Ridge viewer.
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Fig. 8a-8e. Spectrum width at 0.5 deg from KFSD radar, displayed on Gibson Ridge level 2
viewer. View approximately the same as Fig 3. Yellow box added to highlight damage path from
tornado on east side of Mount Vernon.
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Fig. 9. Mosaic of NWS tornado damage path (green line), KFSD level 2 SW maxima
(brown ovals) with time stamp, and NEXRAD mesocyclone markers (red circles) with
time stamp.

Fig. 10. Tornado damage paths near Woonsocket, from survey by NWS-FSD.
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Fig. 11a. Subjective hand analysis of surface features at 0000 UTC on 25 June 2003.
Isobar fields analyzed using Barnes method and plotted with Digital Atmosphere
software program.
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Fig. 11b. Same as 11a, except at 0100 UTC on 25 June 2003.
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Fig. 11c. Same as 11a, except at 0200 UTC on 25 June 2003.
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Fig. 11d. Same as 11a, except at 0300 UTC on 25 June 2003.
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Fig. 11e. Same as 11a, except at 0400 UTC on 25 June 2003.
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Fig. 12-14. 0.5 degree imagery from KFSD radar, base reflectivity (a) and SRM velocity
(b). Arrows depict storm maximum reflectivity centroid and direction of movement from
the NEXRAD attribute table. Red circles are Baron shear markers indicating areas of
maximum cyclonic shear. Storms are 135-145 km from the KFSD RDA site, and the
beam height at 0.5 deg is approximately 2238 m-2390 m (7,500-8,000 ft) AGL.
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Fig. 15-17. 0.5 degree imagery from KFSD radar, base reflectivity (a) and SRM velocity
(b). Arrows depict storm maximum reflectivity centroid and direction of movement from
the NEXRAD attribute table. Red circles are Baron shear markers indicating areas of
maximum cyclonic shear. Storms are 135-145 km from the KFSD radar, and the beam
height at 0.5 deg is approximately 2260 m AGL.
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Fig. 18. Schematic of a cyclic supercell from (WW2010, 2004).

Fig. 19. KABR level 2 0.5 deg base reflectivty and SRM velocity, 0003 UTC (25 June
2003). Gibson Ridge data smoothing applied. View ~ 46 km x 65 km. Not dealiased.
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Fig. 20. KABR level 2 0.5 deg base reflectivty and SRM velocity, 0008 UTC (25 June
2003). Gibson Ridge data smoothing applied. View ~ 46 km x 65 km. Not dealiased.

Fig. 21. KABR level 2 0.5 deg base reflectivty and SRM velocity, 0013 UTC (25 June
2003). Gibson Ridge data smoothing applied. View ~ 46 km x 65 km. Not dealiased.

Fig. 22. KABR level 2 0.5 deg base reflectivty and SRM velocity, 0018 UTC (25 June
2003). Gibson Ridge data smoothing applied. View ~ 46 km x 65 km. Not dealiased.
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Fig. 23. KABR level 2 0.5 deg base reflectivty and SRM velocity, 0023 UTC (25 June
2003). Gibson Ridge data smoothing applied. View ~ 46 km x 65 km. Not dealiased.

Fig. 24. KABR level 2 0.5 deg base reflectivty and SRM velocity, 0028 UTC (25 June
2003). Gibson Ridge data smoothing applied. View ~ 46 km x 65 km. Not dealiased.

Fig. 25. KABR level 2 0.5 deg base reflectivty and SRM velocity, 0033 UTC (25 June
2003). Gibson Ridge data smoothing applied. View ~ 46 km x 65 km. Not dealiased.
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Fig. 26. SRM velocity at 1.5 deg KFSD radar from 2338 UTC 24 June 2003 to 0033
UTC 25 June 2003. Storm motion calculated from 240 deg at 10.3 m s-1 (20 kt). Rings
identify center of rotational shear with maximum range bin values noted. Image area
~87 km x 35 km. Beam height 3762 m AGL at distance 120 km from KFSD to shear
maximum.
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Fig. 27a. KFSD level 3 0.5 deg base reflectivity, 0033 UTC (25 June 2003). Center
beam height 1771 m AGL. Fig. 27b is the SRM product with velocities noted.

Fig. 28a. KFSD base velocity over Manchester at 0042 UTC (25 June 2003). Fig. 28b.
Picture of tornado over Manchester at approximately the same time (photo by Shawn
Cable, KELO-TV).
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Fig. 29. Cross section (RHI) of 0034 UTC base velocity product from KFSD radar, tilt
levels 0.5 deg, 1.5 deg, 2.5 deg, and 3.5 deg. Beam heights AGL over Manchester are
approximately 1829 m (6,000 ft), 3871 m (12,700 ft), 5944 m (19,500 ft), and 7986 m
(26,200 ft). In each case, gate-to-gate shear couplets are detected. Lower velocity
gates are removed. Baron Services radar display. Inset: Maximum velocity gate values.
.

Fig. 30a. A wedge tornado went through Manchester (Roger Hill photo). Fig. 30b.
Pressure trace from a Hardened In-Situ Tornado Pressure Recorder (HITPR) probe
placed forty yards from a destroyed two-story farmhouse in Manchester (from Tim
Samaras).
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Fig. 31a. The next volume scan following Fig. 29. By 0039 UTC, velocities have
increased in the higher levels, with shear now approaching 46.3 m s-1 (90 kt) at 7945 m
AGL. Fig. 31b. Tornado in rope stage (photo by Brian Karstens, KELO-TV).

Fig. 32. Tornado damage paths near Manchester, from survey by NWS-FSD.
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Fig. 33. Virtual sounding at KYKN (Yankton SD) valid at 0000 UTC 25 June 2003, from 1800
UTC 24 June 2003 meso-Eta forecast.

Lapse rates (°C km-1)

Height (hPa)

300 7.6 7.5 7.3 7.2 7.1
7
7.1
7.6
7.4
7.4
7.7
7.7
350 7.6 7.4 7.2 7.1
7
6.8
7
7.5
7.3
7.3
7.6
7.6
400 7.6 7.4 7.1
7
6.8
6.7
6.8
7.5
7.2
7.1
7.6
450 7.6 7.3
7
6.9
6.7
6.4
6.6
7.5
7
6.5
500 7.8 7.5 7.1 6.9 6.7 6.4 6.6
8
7.5
550 7.8 7.3 7.1 6.8 6.5
6
6
8.5
600 7.7 7.3 6.7 6.3 5.7 4.6 3.4
650 8.6 8.2 7.7 7.4
7
5.9
700 9.2 8.8 8.3 8.2 8.2
750 9.5 9.1 8.4 8.1
800 10
9.6
8.6
850 10.8 10.6
900 11
950 900 850 800 750 700 650 600 550 500 450 400
Height (hPa)

Table 1. Lapse rates within selected pressure surface layers at KYKN (Yankton SD) at 2200
UTC from meso-Eta 1800 UTC forecast 24 June 2003. Red numbers are lapse rates >8°C km-1.
Coordinates are pressure surfaces in hPa.
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Fig 34. Tornado damage paths though eastern Turner County and western Lincoln
County, from survey by NWS-FSD.

Fig. 35. 0000 UTC 25 June 2003 RUC 1 hour surface conditions (Barker, 2003).
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Fig. 36. 2300 UTC RUC 850 hPa 1hour forecast (Barker, 2003).

Fig. 37. Mosaic of maximum cyclonic shear from KFSD radar between 0040 and 0140
UTC (25 June 2003). Areas plotted indicate shear between 30.8 and 51.4 m s-1 (60 and
100 kt) from the Baron shear algorithm (similar to a mosaic of the CS-Combined Shear
product from the WSR-88D). Highest values indicated with the yellow color. View
approximately the same as Fig. 34.
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Fig. 38. Diagram of a curtate cycloid. When applied to tornadic storms, the blue circle
would represent the cyclonically rotating mesocyclone, the red spot the tornado vortex,
and the red line the tornado damage path. From mathworld.wolfram.com with
permission.

Fig. 39. Hodograph of BUFKIT wind profile at KYKN at 01 UTC (25 June 2003) based
upon afternoon meso-Eta forecast. Mean 0-6 km wind 200 deg at 13 m s-1. Curtate
cycloid movement would result in some tornadoes leaving damage path from southeast
to northwest.
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Fig. 40. KFSD level 3 data, 0043 UTC 25 June 2003. Clockwise from upper left: NWS
damage paths, reflectivity 0.5 deg, SRM velocity 2.4 deg, and SRM velocity 0.5 deg.

Fig. 41. Same as Fig. 40, except 0048 UTC 25 June 2003.
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Fig. 42. Same as Fig. 40, except 0053 UTC 25 June 2003.

Fig. 43. Same as Fig. 40, except 0058 UTC 25 June 2003.
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Fig. 44. Same as Fig. 40, except 0103 UTC 25 June 2003.

Fig. 45. Same as Fig. 40, except 0108 UTC 25 June 2003.
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Fig. 46. Diagram of the relative positions of radar-indicated mesocyclone circulation
centers and associated tornadoes in Turner Co, South Dakota on 24 June 2003.

Fig. 47a. Storm-relative tornado positions compared to mesocyclone centers in Fig. 46.
Vector rotates 45 deg in 15 min. Fig. 47b. Base velocity from KFSD radar at 0058
UTC, viewed over circulation center at 3.3 deg (3048 m AGL). Scale same as Fig. 46.
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Fig. 48-50. 0.5 degree level 3 imagery from KFSD radar, base reflectivity (a) and stormrelative mean velocity (b). Red circles are Baron shear markers indicating areas of
maximum cyclonic shear. Shear maximums are <30 km from the KFSD radar site.
Purple indicates radar range folding.
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Fig. 51-53. 0.5 degree level 3 imagery from KFSD radar, base reflectivity (a) and storm
relative mean velocity (b). Red circles are Baron shear markers indicating areas of
maximum cyclonic shear. Shear maximums are <18 km from the KFSD radar site.
Purple indicates radar range folding.
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Fig. 54. KFSD level 2 velocity data at 0318 UTC (25 June 2003) with storm motion of
240 deg at 10.3 m s-1 (20 kt) assumed to create storm relative velocity. Gibson Ridge
dealiasing algorithm applied, with maximum of -43.2 m s-1 (-84 kt) green inbound and
+15.4 m s-1 (+30 kt) red outbound inside 10 km x 10 km box. The box also indicates
area shown in succeeding volumetric views.
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Fig. 55. KFSD reflectivity data at 0318 UTC (25 June 2003). Box depicts 10 km x 10 km
area noted in Fig. 54 as viewed from the east, with height lines in increments of 10k ft.
Yellow color ≥ 40 dBZ, red color ≥ 50 dBZ. Arrow points to reflectivity notch.

Fig. 56. Storm relative velocity 40 kt isosurfaces. Same scale, view, and time period
(0318 UTC 25 June 2003) as in Fig. 55. Pink values in lowest level show storm inflow,
and stronger green inbounds show incoming north side of the squall line.
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Fig. 57. KFSD level 2 velocity data at 0323 UTC (25 June 2003) with storm motion of
240 deg at 10.3 m s-1 (20 kt) assumed to create storm relative velocity. Gibson Ridge
dealiasing algorithm applied, with maximum of 40.1 m s-1 (-78 kt) green inbound and
24.7 m s-1 (+48 kt) red outbound inside 10 km x 10 km box. The box also indicates area
shown in succeeding volumetric views.
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Fig. 58. KFSD reflectivity data at 0323 UTC (25 June 2003). Box depicts 10 km x 10 km
area noted in Fig. 57 as viewed from the east, with height lines in increments of 10k ft.
Yellow color ≥40 dBZ, red color ≥50 dBZ.

Fig. 59. Storm relative velocity 40 kt isosurfaces. Same scale, view, and time period
(0323 UTC 25 June 2003) as in Fig. 58. Pink values in lowest level show storm inflow,
and stronger green inbounds show incoming north side of the squall line.
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Fig. 60. Same as Fig. 59, except viewed from the south.

Fig. 61. Tornado damage paths in Minnehaha County, from survey by NWS-FSD.
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Fig. 62. Base velocity 0.5 deg, 0328 UTC. Solid box 4.5 km x 4 km. Dash inset shows
raw Nyquist velocities. Many >15.4 m s-1 (>30 kt) gates inside circle near gust front.

Fig. 63. Base velocity 0.5 degree, 0333 UTC. Solid box 4 km x 4 km.
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Fig. 64. Base velocity (left) and base reflectivity (right) from KFSD at 0033 UTC (25
June 2003). The distance from circulation #1 to runway 15 at Sioux Falls airport is 12
km.
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Conclusions

The record outbreak known as “Tornado Tuesday” in South Dakota provided us the
occasion to research past single-day tornado outbreaks in the state. We found the historical
record for such outbreaks, similar to tornado report records in other parts of the country,
contains flaws. Additionally, since the 67 tornadoes confirmed on 24 June 2003 is more than
double any previous outbreak in South Dakota, we suggest the large number of tornadoes in
this outbreak is more due to the efficiency of modern reporting methods than
meteorological causes. Yet given a compilation of notable tornado days in South Dakota, we
found a precursor link: in 70 percent of the significant outbreaks since 1950, tornado
generation was preceded by rapid advection (<72 h) of air parcels from the ArkansasLouisiana-Texas region – normally a source region for warm, moist maritime tropical (mT)
air.
A close examination of the 2003 outbreak shows that thermodynamic parameters
were exceptionally favorable for severe thunderstorm formation for three days from 22
June-24 June. One factor that favored the third day, on which the tornadoes occurred, was
strong positive vorticity advection. We also found that the meso-Eta forecast model (now
the North American Mesoscale model) under predicted surface dew points at the location of
the first tornado of the outbreak. It resulted in an underestimation of surface-based CAPE
by 3000 J kg-1 and overestimation the height of the level of free convection by 960 m. This
situation serves as a reminder to monitor observed dew points when forecasting late-day
thunderstorms in a region in which morning convection occurred. The resultant supercell
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initiation here appears to have occurred near fine lines of low-level convergence
detected on satellite and weather surveillance radar.
Another key finding for those concerned with operational forecasting is the
dissimilarity of tornado paths and supercell paths of motion. While it has long been known
that tornado motion and motion of its parent supercell cannot be assumed to be identical,
here we documented two cases where there was substantial deviation. In the first tornado of
the outbreak, the tornado vortex appeared to move north while the supercell moved in a
forecasted northeasterly direction near the rear-flank downdraft. Later in the event, warm
sector tornadoes moved in an unusual southeast to northwest direction – the result, we
hypothesize, of tornadoes swirling cyclonically around large, northeast-moving
mesocyclones. In both cases the tornadoes moved to the left of supercell motion (leftmoving tornadoes, not left-moving supercells), demonstrating a limitation of the accuracy of
tornado pathcasts by radar in public warning situations. It is important to consider these
effects, particularly in high-instability, weak-shear conditions such as those described in this
event.
One final question: Given the conditions outlined in these papers, how predictable
was this historic outbreak? Certainly the severe weather that occurred was well-forecast.
South Dakota was identified as a tornado risk area days ahead of time, the tornado watch
was posted hours ahead of time, and most of the tornado warnings were in effect several
minutes ahead of time. But what about the quantitative magnitude of the outbreak, should
that have been anticipated?
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Most forecasters are cautious about issuing a forecast that includes
record-setting phenomena. In this case, caution would have been justified. The SPC did not
even declare it a “particularly dangerous situation” until 0135 UTC – more than three hours
into the six-hour outbreak. A record number of tornadoes was not assured even at that
point, when you consider that over half of the outbreak’s tornadoes occurred in the leastlikely area - not near the surface low nor along the warm front, but in the warm sector,
where directional shear was minimal and mid-level flow was weak. These were not supercell
tornadoes in the traditional sense – they were small, updraft-driven vortexes that multiplied
in number. But without them, there would have been no single-day record tornado outbreak
of 24 June 2003.

